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THE CONTACT CONFORMAL CURVATURE TENSOR

FIELD AND THE SPECTRUM OF THE LAPLACIAN*

JIN SUK PAK, JANG CHUN JEONG AND WOON-TAEK KIM

1. Introduction

Let (M, g) be an m-dimensional compact orientable Riemannian
manifold with metric tensor g. We denote by ~ the Laplacian acting
on p-forms on M. Then we have the spectrum for each p:

SpecP(M,g):= {O ~ AO,p ~ Al,p ~ A2,p ~ ... i +oo}

where each eigenvalue Aa,p is repeated as many times as its multiplicity
indicates. In order to study the relation between SpecP ( M, g) and the
geometry of (M,g) we use Patodi's results ([6]) on coefficients of the
Minakshisundaram-Pleijel-Gaffney's asymptotic expansion.

Recently Olszak ([6]) and Yamaguchi and Chuman ([15]) have stud
ied Sasakian analogues for certain results of [1], [7], [12] and [13]. Es
pecially Yamaguchi and Chuman ([15]) proved the following theorem:

THEOREM Y-C. Let ft = (M,g,<I>,~,'fJ) and ft' = (M',g', <I>',e, 'fJ')
be compact Sasakian manifolds with Spec? ft = Spec? ft'. Then dim M
= dimM' = m. For m = 5,7,9 and 13, or 17 ~ m ~ 187, ft is of
constant <I>-sectional curvature k if and only if ft' is of constant <1>'
sectional curvature k' = k.

In this paper we improve Theorem Y-C as follows:

THEOREM. Let ft = (M,g,4>,~,fJ) and ft' = (M',g',4>',e,'fJ') be
compact Sasakian manifolds with Spec? ft = Spet? ft' . Then dim M =
dim M' = m. For m = 3,5,7,9,11 and 13, or 17 ~ m ~ 187, J.l.
is of constant 4>-sectional curvature k if and only if ft' is of constant
4>' -sectional curvature k' = k.
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(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

2. Preliminaries

By R = (Rkii h
), RI = (Rji) and s we denote the Riem.anman cur

vature tensor, the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature, respectively.
For a tensor field T on M we denote by I/TI/ the norm of T with re
spect to g. Then the Minakshisundaram-Pleijel-Gaffney's formula for
SpecP(M,g) is given by

where the constants aa,p are spectral invariants. In the present paper
we are interested in the case of p = 2. For p = 2, we have (cf. [7], [14],
[15])

1
aO,2 = "2m(m -l)Vol(M,g),

aI,2 = 112(m2 -13m+24) fM sdM,

a2,2 = 7~0 fM[2(m
2

- 31m + 240)!IRI/2

- 2(m2 -181m + 1080)/IRI!l2
+ 5(m2 - 25m + 120)s2

+ AI(m)s + Ao(m)]dM,

where dM denotes the natural volume element of (M,g) and Ai(m)
(i = 0,1) is constant depending only on m.

3. Contact conformal curvature tensor field

Let It = (M,g,<p,~,TJ) be an m-dimensional Sasakian manifold (cf.
[9]). This means that M is an m(= 2n + l)-dimensional differentiable
manifold with a normal contact metric structure (<p,g,~,TJ). Thus,
<P = (<p/), ~ = (ei), TJ = (TJj) are tensor fields of type (1,1), (1,0), (0,1),
respectively, and 9 = (9ji) is a Riemanman metric, on M such that

<Ps i<p/ = -e5} + TJj~i, TJse = 1, <Psie = 0, TJs<P/ = 0,

gts<P/<P/ = gji - TJjTJi, TJi = egsi,

'Vk<P/ = TJj e51- ~igkj, 'VjTJi = <Pji,
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where tPji = tP/gsi(= -tPij) and Vk denotes the operator of covariant
differentiation with respect to the Levi-Civita connection. Then we
have (cf. [9])

(3.1)

Rkjite = TJkgji - TJjgki,

RkjtstPittPhs = Rkjih - gkhgji + gkigjh + tPkhtPji - tPkitPjh,

~ RtsjitPt8 = RjttPit + (2n - 1)tPji = RtjsitPts
,

(3.2)
R;tet = 2nTJi, RtstP/tP/ = R ji - 2nTJjTJi,

Sji + Sij = 0,

where tPji = tPtigjt , Rkjih = Rkjitgth and Sji = tP/R ti .
Define on M a tensor field Q = (Qji) by

Qji = Rji - agji - PTJjTJi,

where a = 2: - 1 and f3 = 2n +1 - 2~. By direct calculations we have

(3.3)

(3.4)

with the help of (3.2). A Sasakian manifold is said to be TJ-Ein.steinian
if"Q = O. For any "I-Einstein Sasakian manifold of dimension;::: 5, s is
constant. Any 3-dimensional Sasakian manifold is TJ-Einsteinian, but
in this case s may not be constant.

Define on M a tensor field H = (Hkjih) by

k+3
Hkjih = Rkjih - -4-(9kh9ji - gkigjh)

k-l
- -4-(tPkhtPji - tPkitPjh - 2tPkjtPih

- gkhTJjTJi + gkiTJjTJh - TJkTJkgji + TJkTJigjk),

where k = s-nn::::1) By using (3.2) and (3.3) we can easily verify
that

(3.5) IIHII2 = IIRII2 - 2 s2+ 4(3n+1) s- 4n(2n + 1)(3n +1).
n(n + 1) n + 1 n + 1
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A Sasakian manifold ft is said to be of constant 4J-sectional curvature
if the sectional curvature K(X,4JX) is independent of the choice of a
vector X#-O tangent to M and orthogonal to ~. A Sasakian manifold
of dimension :?: 5 is of constant 4J-sectional curvature if and only if
H = 0 (cf. [5]). In this case K(X,4JX) = k which is constant for
any tangent vector X(#- 0) orthogonal to~. On any 3-dimensional
Sasakian manifold the tensor field H vanishes, but in this case the
scalar curvature 8 may not be constant. Therefore, in M of dimension
3 it is of constant 4J-sectional curvature if and only if 8 = constant.
For the model spaces of Sasakian manifolds with constant f-sectional
curvature, see e.g. [10], [11].

We also consider the so-called contact conformal curvature tensor
field Co = (CO,kjih) defined by ([2])

(3.6)
1

CO,kjih = Rkjih + 2n (gkhRji - gjhRki

+ Rkhgji - Rjhgki - RkhT/jT/i + RjhT/kT/i

- T/kT/hRji + T/jT/hRki - 4JkhSji + 4JjhSki

- Skh4Jji + Sjh4Jki + 24JkjSih + 2Skj4Jih)

1 2 (n + 2)8
+ 2n(n + 1) [2n - n - 2 + 2n ](4Jkh4Jji

1
- 4Jjh4Jki - 24Jkj4Jih) + 2n(n + 1) x

(3n + 2)8
[n +2 - 2n J(gkhgji - gjhgki)

1 (3n + 2)8
+2n(n+1)[-(4n

2
+5n+2)+ 2n J

x (9khT/jT/i - gjhT/kT/i + T/kT/hgji - T/jT/hgki),

where Sji = 4J/Rti. The tensor field Co satisfies, among others, the
following identities:

(3.7) CO,kjih = CO,ihkj = -CO,jkih = -CO,kjhi'

CO,kjih + CO,jikh + CO,ikjh = 0,

kh 2(n-2) 1 n-2
9 CO,kjih = Rji + -[2(n - 2) - --8Jgji

n n n
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1 n-2+ -[-2(2n + l)(n - 2) + --s]1]j1]j,
n n

~hCO,kjih = 0, <pkjCO,kjih = 0, <pkhCO,kjih = O.

Using those identities and (3.1), (3.2), (3.5), (3.6), we can check that

(3.8)

IICo l1
2= IIRII2 _ :211RtII2+ 2(-~:(:~~~ 2) S2

4(3n
3 + n

2
- 4n - 4) 1 (24 4+ s+ - n

n 2 (n + 1) n(n + 1)

- 20n
3 + 28n

2 +48n + 16),

(3.9)

By the way it is already shown in [2] that Co = 0 if and only if H = 0,
provided 2n + 1 > 5. In this case it holds that Q = O.

The contact Bochner curvature tensor field B = (Bkjih) is defined
on M by (cf. [3])

(3.10)
1

Bkjih = Rkjih - 2n +4 (gkhRji - gkiRjh +gjiRkh

- gjhRki + <PkhSji - <PkiSjh + <PjiSkh

- <PjhSki - 2<Pkj S ih - 2<Pih S kj - Rkh1]j1]i

+ Rki1]j''lh - Rji1]k1]h + Rjh1]k1]i)

k - 4 k + 2n
+ 2n + 4 (gkh9ji - 9ki9jh) + 2n + 4 (<Pkh<Pji

k
- <Pki<Pjh - 2<Pkj<Pih) - 2n +4 (gkh1]j1]i

- gki1]j1]h + 9ji1]k1]h - 9jh1]k1]i),

where k = ~:.;~. The tensor field B satisfies, among others, the fol
lowing identities (cf. [3]):

B kjih = -Bjkih = B ihkj , 9
t8

B tji8 = 0, Bkjih~h = 0,

<p
t8

B t ji8 = 0, <p
t8

B t8ih = O.
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Using these identities and (3.1), (3.2), (3.10) we can easily check (cf.
[6J, [15]) that

(3.11) IIBII2 = IIRII 2 - ~211Rl 11
2

n+
2 24(3n2+3n-2)

+ s + s
(n+1)(n+2) (n+1)(n+2)

2 8(13n +14)
-24n +36n-56+ (n+1)(n+2)"

Moreover, it may be easily seen that H = 0 if and only if B = 0 and
Q=O.

It is also already shown in [2J that Co = B if and only if (M, g) is
.,,-Einsteinian.

4. Spec2 It and the geometry of It

Assume that It is a compact Sasakian manifold of dimension m(=
2n + 1) and consider Spec2It. With the help of (3.3) and (3.8) the
coefficient a2,2, given by (2.3), may be written as follow:

(4.1) a2,2 = 7~0 fM[2(n -7)(4n - 30) 11 Co 11
2

2+ 2(-4n4 + 358n3
- 868n2 - 464n

n

+ 1680)IIQII2 + C(n)s2 + D(n)s + A(n)JdM,

where C(n), D(n), A(n) are constants depending only on n, and
C(n) > O.

We shall often use the following lemma, which is a consequence of
the Schwarz inequality (cf. [12J, p.394).

LEMMA. Let (M,g) and (M',g') be compact orientableRiemannian
manifolds with Vol(M) = Vol(M') and IM sdM = IM' s'dM'. H s' =

const., then IM s2dM 2: IM' s'2dM' with equality if and only if s =
const. = s'.

From now on we assume that It = (M, g, 4>, e, TJ) and It' = (M', g', e,
TJ') are m-dimensional compact Sasakian manifolds with Spec2 It =
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(4.2)

Spec2 J.t'. Then aO,2 = a~,2 and al,2 = ab imply Vol(J.t) = Vol(J.t')
and fMsdM = fMI s'dM' respectively. Therefore, a2,2 = a~,2 gives, in
view of (4.1),

{ [2(n - 7)(4n - 30) 11 Co 11 2 + 2
2

(_4n4 + 358n3

lM n

- 868n2
- 464n + 1680)IlQ1l2 + C(n)s2]dM

= { [2(n - 7)(4n - 30)IIC~1I2lM'
2+ 2"(-4n4 + 358n3

- 868n2
- 464n

n
+ 1680)IIQ'II2 + C(n)s'2]dM'.

On the other hand, as already mentioned in section 3, H = 0 implies
Co = 0 and Q = O. Therefore, (4.2) and lemma yield that, for m =
2n + 1 = 3, 11, J.t is of constant 4>-sectional curvature k if and only if J.t'
is of constant 4>'-sectional curvature k' = k. Combining with Theorem
Y-C, we have the main theorem stated in section 1.

REMARK. Let (S2n +l ,9o) be a Euclidean (2n+ 1)-dimensional sphere
with constant curvature 1. We denote by ep = (B2n +l, 90, 4>0, eo, "10) the
standard Sasakian structure on B2n +l. Using our main theorem and
Takahashi's Theorem 2 in [10], we can deduce the following character
ization of sphere among Sasakian manifolds.

COROLLARY. Let J.t be a compact Sasakian manifold of dimension
m = 3,5, 7,9,11 and 13, or 17 ::; m ::; 187. IfSpec2 J.t = Spec2ep, then J.t
is isometric to ep, tbat is, tbere is an isometry F : (M, 9) -+ (S2n+ 1 , 90)
such that F*e = eo, F*"Io = "I and F* . 4> = 4>0 . F*.
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